
Re: Matthew paying? !YourViralList

Lon Lindsey <lonlindsey@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 20, 2020, 9:51 AM
to me

Hi Richard:

Yes!  I've started doing the same.  I did pay the $1,000 so just trying to get that back and a little more for
some of the lifetime purchases I made.  At this point, it is about building my list and putting them in my
Aweber account.

Any suggestions as to what I should do?  Should I continue to "push" to get paid?

Lon

On Fri, Nov 20, 2020 at 9:33 AM Richard Moyer <richard.moyer.1953@gmail.com> wrote:

Lon
 
I am also professional with him.  
 
Last year, I swapped $500 in commissions for paid referrals.
 
I even set up a weekly pay schedule to start paying back commissions.  He agreed IN
WRITING and then never sent a single payment.
 
I have retargeted my goals for Matthew's programs, rather from earnings, to just list
building, and catch them on the back end in getresponse and aweber.  Earning means
nothing if you cannot get paid.
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Rich Moyer
 
 
 
 
On Fri, Nov 20, 2020 at 8:01 AM Lon Lindsey <lonlindsey@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Richard:
 
It is more than a medical issue with Matthew.  This has been going on for four months.  I've heard from
someone when I first joined to "watch out" as he knows of him and was told he has money problems.  I
just ignored this person but what I do know is I have earned over $800 since I first started about 5
months ago and have received only $175 of it.
 
Let's stay in touch.  I've sent an email to John Worsham who is consistently at the top of the list of
leaders .  just to see if he is running into the same problem.
 
I won $10 a couple months ago from one of his promotions, but didn't receive it.  Of course that wasn't
worth pursuing  . but what if everyone who won a little over time didn't receive it.  That ads up.
 
At this point, he has a "trust" issue with me.  I've been nice to him and I don't threaten him and he does
respond if I keep emailing him.  He always apologizes for the delay.
 
I've also seen a video online from a guy who never got paid and I confronted Matthew about it and he
gave me some reason.  Have you seen that video?  Just go to YouTube and type in Matthew Graves.
 
Lon
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